
stral Reflection
Input file: standard input
Output file: standard output
Time limit: 1 second
Memory limit: 1024 megabytes

I am Astrologist Mona Megistus, meaning “The Great Astrologist Mona.” If it is divination
you seek from me, then I ask you respect my name by learning it wholly, here and now.

—Mona

This is the easy version of Problem M. abushii Omoi. It’s guaranteed that in this version
w = 1 for all talents.

In event Unreconciled Stars, some meteorites fell on Teyvat and confused people’s minds. In order to
protect the people of Teyvat, Mona needs to clean up these meteorites.

Teyvat can be represented by a line [1, n], and meteorites can be represented by some points in this line.
For clearing meteorites, Mona can use some types of her talents. A talent can be represented by three
integers l, r, w, which means Mona can spend w Power clearing all meteorites in [l, r] by using this talent.
At the beginning, Mona has no talent, but she will learn gradually.

Mona wants to spend as few Power as possible. For each wave of meteorite shower, Mona wants to know
if she can clean up all the meteorites by using the talents she has mastered by then, and if yes, what
the minimum possible Power it requires to clean all of them. More specifically, there will be two types of
operation:

• 1 l r w: Mona learns a new talent to clear all meteorites in [l, r] with w Power.

• 2 k a_1 a_2 ... a_k: There are k meteorites in point a1, a2, . . . , ak. Mona needs to calculate the
minimum power she needs to spend to clear these k meteorites, or point out that some of meteorites
are impossible to clear.

Note: Meteorites from the previous wave will be cleared automatically, no matter if Mona succeeds in
clearing all of them or not.

Input
The first line contains two integers n,m (1 ≤ n,m ≤ 105) — the size of Teyvat and the number of
operations.

In the following m lines, each line will be in one of the following format as described in the statement:
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• 1 l r w (1 ≤ l ≤ r ≤ n, w = 1)

• 2 k a_1 a_2 ... a_k (1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ a1 < a2 < · · · < ak ≤ n)

All of input are integers.

It is guaranteed that the sum of k for all operations does not exceed 105.

Output
For each operation of type 2, output the minimum power Mona needs to spend to clear these meteorites.
If some of meteorites are impossible to clear, output −1.

Example
standard input standard output

10 5
1 1 3 1
2 1 2
2 2 2 4
1 3 5 1
2 2 2 4

1
-1
2

Note
In the first example, operations are explained as follows:

• Operation 1: Mona learns a new talent to clear all meteorites in [1, 3] with 1 Power.

• Operation 2: There is 1 meteorite in point 2. Mona can spend 1 Power using talent [1, 3] to clear
up it.

• Operation 3: There is 2 meteorites in point 2, 4 respectively. Mona can spend 1 Power using talent
[1, 3] to clear up meteorite in point 2, but she can’t clear up meteorite in point 4.

• Operation 4: Mona learns a new talent to clear all meteorites in [3, 5] with 1 Power.

• Operation 5: There is 2 meteorites in point 2, 4 respectively. Mona can spend 2 Power totally using
talent [1, 3] and [3, 5] to clear up them.

The meteorites that have rained down were once, in fact, part of someone’s constellation. Why
did this ancient array of stars fall from the sky? What goal were their extinguished flames
chasing? Armed with the courage to face the answers, you march onward.
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